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Appendix 1: Urgent Question on Dame
Laura Cox’s Report (section 6.1)
On 16 October 2018, John Mann was granted an Urgent Question, “To ask the Leader of
the House to make a statement on “The Bullying and Harassment of House of Commons
Staff Independent Inquiry Report”. 1
Before calling Mr Mann, the Speaker made a short statement. He told the House that
… Without seeking to pre-empt what the House might ultimately decide, I firmly
believe that the only possible way to resolve this matter is the establishment of a body
that is both entirely independent of and external to Parliament to hear and adjudicate
on all allegations of bullying, harassment and sexual misconduct, including deciding
how far to investigate past misconduct. Whether the allegations involve MPs or staff,
the same entirely independent body should be in complete control of the process
from start to finish. 2

In response to the Urgent Question, Andrea Leadsom thanked Dame Laura for her report
and reviewed the work that had been done in developing the ICGP. She outlined the
elements of the ICGP and noted that it was to be reviewed after six and 18 months. She
said that “Dame Laura’s inquiry report will be central to shaping those views”. She also
announced that the House of Commons Commission would meet on Monday 22 October
“to consider this report”. 3 (The Commission’s meeting was subsequently postponed to
Wednesday 24 October to allow Jane McCall, one of the external members of the
Commission, to chair the meeting.)
In response to questions following her answer to the Urgent Question, Andrea Leadsom
acknowledged Dame Laura’s call for a culture change in the House and said that the ICGP
steering group would accept that. 4 She said that calls on senior management to consider
their positions meant “She is essentially urging all hon. Members to allow senior
management to consider not only their own views on their own involvement, but what
action needs to be taken by senior management to ensure that change is forthcoming”. 5
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She agreed that the question of using the new procedures to investigate pre-2017
allegations should be considered in the six-month review. 6
Andrea Leadsom highlighted the complexities in “the House” taking forward Dame
Laura’s recommendations:
In this place, we are all aware that a number of issues are “matters for the House”.
That is quite a tricky concept, because nowhere in the workplace are things simply a
matter for all those who are involved in that workplace. So we have some unique
challenges in trying to deal with Dame Laura’s recommendations, but deal with them
we must. As I have said, the starting point will be the House of Commons
Commission meeting on Monday, after which we will have a clearer way forward in
what is not a matter for me, as Leader of the Commons, but a matter for the House.
I, as Leader of the Commons, will make sure that I facilitate whatever the House
decides. 7

Training would form part of the sanctioning process but there was also voluntary training
for managers. Andrea Leadsom said more need to be done to encourage the take-up of
such training by MPs. Compulsory training for new Members would be introduced after
the next election but there had been “no consensus in favour of compulsory training for
those who were already Members”. 8 The Leader of the House undertook to let the House
know when the training on harassment and bullying was available. 9
The Committee on Standards expects “the Commissioner to consult it before exceptionally
initiating an inquiry into a former Member or in respect of a matter which goes back more
than seven years”. 10 Sir Paul Beresford questioned whether the rule should be rethought.
Andrea Leadsom thought that the Commission should consider this when it met. 11
Chris Bryant asked whether the Commission, which was criticised in Dame Laura’s report
was the appropriate body to consider the report. He suggested that more backbenchers
should be involved. Andrea Leadsom thought the review had to start somewhere: “I think
it needs to start with the House Commission discussing how we take this forward. 12
Matt Warman asked, “Does the Leader of the House agree that in this instance, regardless
of any personnel changes, we also need to change some fundamental structures if we are
to change the culture?” Andrea Leadsom noted his interesting point”. 13
Valerie Vaz, the shadow Leader of the House, thanked Dame Laura for her report, and
noted as Dame Laura had that it was an inquiry, not an investigation, into allegations. She
noted Dame Laura’s criticism that the ICGP had been implemented before her report was
published and asked the Leader to confirm that Dame Laura’s report would be fed into
the six-month review of the ICGP. 14
Pete Wishart, the SNP’s shadow Leader of the House, who served on the Steering Group,
reiterated the call in the report to address the culture of Westminster. 15
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Appendix 2: Debate on the Cox Report
(section 6.4)
On 5 November 2018, the House held a general debate on Dame Laura Cox’s report -The
Bullying and Harassment of House of Commons Staff – Independent Inquiry Report. 16
Andrea Leadsom opened the debate. She outlined the steps that had been taken since
the launch of the ICGS in July. She reported that two new independent helplines and
investigative services, with corresponding policies, were in place to deal with (i) bullying
and harassment, and (ii) sexual misconduct; and that an independent human resources
support service was available for Members’ staff. 17
She then discussed Dame Laura’s “three key recommendations”. She noted that House
staff had been able to access the ICGS since July and that the pre-existing Valuing Others
and Respect Policies had been discarded. She stated that “The steering group agreed that
historical allegations would be accepted by the new Scheme”. 18 The House of Commons
Commission recommended that the House amended the ICGS “to ensure that House
employees with complaints involving historical allegations can access the new Scheme”. 19
She said that she looked forward to hearing from Kate Green, the new Chair of the
Committee on Standards, on how to ensure greater independence of the process”. 20
Andrea Leadsom was of the “strong view” that in addressing the culture of Parliament,
“we need to look at the governance of the House of Commons, and we need to
democratise it to ensure that with authority comes full accountability”. 21 She said that
My three personal tests for considering future proposals for change in the House’s
leadership are, first, will they mean that everyone who works here can expect to be
treated with dignity and respect? Secondly, will they rebuild the confidence of those
who have suffered in the past? Thirdly, do all those who work here feel they have a
proper stake in the decisions that affect them? 22

Valerie Vaz asked the Leader to “update the House on how a cultural change will be
measured so we know we are making progress”. 23
Maria Miller echoed Sir Bernard Jenkin’s observation that “culture is something we all
have ownership of”. He returned to that theme in his speech. 24 Maria Miller also noted
that Dame Laura had reported issues concerning the behaviour of staff as well as
Members. Later, she said that:
The report could not be clearer. We have to make sure that there is senior
management change in this place before we can make sure that the important
process changes come into play. We have to make sure that the Commission is
democratically accountable in the way that the Leader of the House has talked about.
I believe that we also have to insulate the role of Speaker from dealing with these
sorts of organisational issues, which are an immense distraction from his main role,
which is to be in here presiding over impartial debate. 25
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During Alison Thewliss’ speech, Mrs Miller intervened on the same issue asking whether
she was concerned that the Commission had not commented on the need “for complete
management change”. Alison Thewliss agreed that there needed to be changes. 26 Philip
Davies noted that Asda provided a good example of a private sector organisation that had
changed its culture but he also cautioned against criticising individuals, saying “This is a
much deeper and widespread problem than that”. 27
Tom Brake reviewed the decisions that the Commission had taken. 28
Kate Green reflected on making the ICGS completely independent of Members. She
noted that Members would be involved in designing any process and it would need to be
approved by the House. 29
Jess Phillips and Alison Thewliss suggested that a mechanism was required for logging
incidents, without necessarily taking a complaint forward, in order to see patterns of
behaviour. 30
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